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Basic adjectives make me say yes  
 
Take an adjective card and try to use that word to make a question that your partner says 
“Yes” to, for example “Are you happy?” or “Is your bicycle red?”. If they say “Yes”, you can 
keep the card and score one point. If they say “No” or “I don’t know”, you score no point 
but can try again later with the same card.  
 
Do the same, but with one point for a “No” answer. 
 
Do the same, but flipping a coin to see if you should try to get a “Yes” answer (heads) or 
try to get a “No” answer (tails) 
 
Do the same, aiming a ball at “Yes” and “No” on the board to see which of those two 
answers you want your partner to give.  
 
Take one of the noun cards and ask a question with an adjective and that noun like “Is 
your mother’s hair long?” for the “hair” card or “Is your bicycle red?” for the “bicycle” card. 
You can also use adjectives like “clean”, “dirty”, “cheap”, “expensive”, “angry” and “thin” 
which are not on the cards in the last game. Your teacher will tell you if you should try to 
get a “Yes” answer, if you should try to get a “No” answer, or how you will decide which 
answer to try to get. 
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Cards to cut up 
Colours 

red green blue 
brown black grey 
orange purple pink 
white beige dark blue 
gold silver dark green 

 
Other basic adjectives 

big/ large small/ little young 
old long short 
hot cold happy 
sad fat thin 
new angry sleepy 
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Noun cards 
 

house hair eyes 
textbook pet car 

shoes T shirt mouth 
father mother brother 
sister uncle aunt 

bedroom desk teacher 
socks scarf chair 

school bag suitcase bicycle 
bed pencil case ruler 
coat telephone cousin 

grandma grandad stomach 
feet fingers nails 
face legs  

   
   
   
   

 


